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ASSTRACT

In these lectures, after a brief resume of the main elements of the Standard electroweak
model, I discuss the crucial experiments which helped estabh'sh the model and its forth-
coming tests with high energy e+e~~ colliders.

* Lectures presented at the Winter School of Physics: Cosmology and Elementary Par-
ticles, San Juan, Puerto Rico, March 1988. To appear in the Winter School Proceedings.

t Present address: Department of Physics, UCLA, Los Angeles, California, 90024-
11547.USA

L RESUME OF THE STANDARD MODEL

The Standard model of electroweak interaotions [l] is a gauge theory based on the group
517(2) x £f(l), which suffers spontaneous symmetry breakdown to £/(l)em- The theory is
fully specified by giving the assignment of the fermionic matter under the gauge group and
by detailing the agent of the breakdown. I shall summarize below some of its principal
features.

I.l The Fermion-Gauge Sector

The properties of the left [/L = |(1 — 7s)/] and right [/R = ^(l-f-^s)/] helicity components
of the first family of quarks and leptons under 5(7(2) x E7(l) are detailed in Table I.l below.

Tahle I.l: Quantum Number Assignments for the First Family
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Note that no right handed neutrino fields are included. These fields may exist, but they
are total 517(2) x U(l) singlets. Note also that the U(1) charge is chosen so that the
electromagnetic charge for the various states has the usual values. One has that Q = T3-fy,
where T3 is the 3rd component of the 517(2) generator and Y is the value of the U(l)
charge. These same assignments apply also to quarks and leptons of subsequent families.
For instauce, ÖL is part of an SU(2) doublet, while bR is an SU(2) singlet.



Given the above assigmnents, the interaction of the fermions with gauge fields is fixed.
These interactions arise from replacing ordinary derivatives in the fermion kinetic energic
by covariant derivatives leading to an interaction Lagrangian [2]

(/.l)

In the above W» and Y>* are, respectively, the SU(2) and the 17(1) gauge fields,.with g
and g' being the associated coupling constants.

The currents Jaft and Jß just reflect the SU(2) and U(l] content of the fermion fields
in question and one has, for each fernüon /,

where ta and y are the SU(2) and U(l) generators respectively, and a sum over both
helicities is understood *

It is convenient to rewrite (I.l) in terms of gauge fields of definite charge and mass. For
the neutral fields, äs we shaJl check shortly, these are linear combioations of W£ and V,
characterized by the mixing angle QW - the Weinberg angle

(J.3)

while the fields of definite charge are

(J.4)

In view of Eq (1-4), it is useful to introduce charged currents

* t. = ̂  for the SU(2) doublet fields, but i. = 0 for the singlet fields.

3

(1.5)

In addition, one can replace the f/(l) curreot J1* by a combination of the electromagnetic
current and j£. Since Q = T3 + F, one has

J" = J» - J," (1.6}

With the above substitutions the interaction Lagrangian of Eq (I.l) becomes

l

4- [(g cos6w + <7'sin0w)J£ — g' sinGiv J^Z^

+ [g1 cos BwJZn + (a' c°s Qw~g sin Ow) Jf]At

(1.7)

If one wants to identify AM äs the photon field, whose coupling is truly to Jgm with strength
e, then one must impose the, so caüed, unification condition:

e = g' cos QW = gsinQw . (-T-8)

Using (1-8), the interaction term in (1.7) involving the other neutral field, Z^, reduces to

;c^ (/.g)

with
(J.10)

Thus for each fermion / one has

= 2[/7"t3/ - sin2
(/.ll)

Usiag Table I.l it is easy to see that

(7.12)



For weak processes where the momentum or energy transfer q2 is much less than the mass
squared of the weak bosons, the interaction ternis in (1.7) and (1.9) can be replaced by an
effective current current Lagrangian.

A* /

(1.13)

2v^sin26iv 2^2sin9tvcos6i

Since the charged current interactions in the limit of q2 «
theory

LFcrmi = %j;'-,,

must reproduce the Fermi

one identifies
GF

72
(/.IS)

which is a fonnula for the W mass, once sin2 6iv is detennined experimentall y.* Using
thia identification and introducing a parameter

P = (J.16)

one can rewrite the effective weak Lagrangian of the Glashow Salam Weinberg model äs

c;;* = ~f w j-

* Using GF - 10~5GeVr"2 and sin2 Qw ~ 0.25 one has Mw ^ 80 GeV, so that the
approximation of q2 « M^, is very reasonable for all present experiments, except those
involving direct W - production.

1.2 The Pure Gauge Sector

The interaction of the S U (2) and U (l) gauge fields are also fixed by local gauge invariance.
The Lagrangian which contains the kinetic energy term for the gauge Selds also contains
interaction tenns dictated by the synunetry. One has

(/.IS)

In the .above Ff and Y^ are the SU(2] and U(l) field strengths [2]:

V" = d»Y" -
(7.10)

Fig. 1.1 Non Vanishing 3-and 4-gauge vertices

The nonh'near tenns in the SU(T) field strengths lead directly to a seif interaction among
the gauge fields in (1.18). The presence of the €ai,c term implies both 3-gauge vertices



[proportional to eaj,e) and 4-gauge vertices [proportional to eQj,e fdec]. Furthermore, since
from Eq (1.3) W£ — cosQwZ11 +sin0wA' i, it is easy to see that the only non vanishing
vertices among the physical gauge fields are those shown in Fig. L l

These gauge vertices are important for radiative corrections. However, äs we shall indicate
in See III, the 3-gauge vertices involving ZW+W~ and fW+W~ already contribute at the
Born level in the process e+e~ —* W+W~. So the experimental venfication of the expected
rate for this process will provide the first direct evidence of the non Abelian nature of the
electroweak interactions.

1.3 The Symmetry Breaking Sector.

In the simplest version, of the electroweak model the agent for the breakdown of 5(7(2) x
(7(1) to U(l)em is a complex doublet of scalar fields - the Higgs doublet 3>. This field is
assumed to have seif interactions, described by a potential V($), whose non trival rainimum
occurs for a value of $ which breaks SU(2} x U(l}- Taking this potential äs

(1.20)

it is clear that $ has a non vanishing vacuum expectation value equal to ~^w- With the

definition of Charge adopted, if $ has y = — 5, then the vacuum expectation value

>= (7.21)

breaks SU(2) x U(l) -* ü"(l)em, since Q < * >= 0.

Because $ has 5(7(2) x (7(1) quantum numbers, to preserve the local symmetry the deriva-
tive tenns of $, appearing in the kinetic energy terms, must be replaced by covanant
derivates [2]:

1 V,.]* t1'22)

The Higgs kinetic energy tenn

(7.23)

gives rise to mass terms for three out of the four SU(2) X t/(l) gauge fields, when $
acquires a non zero vacuum expectation value < $ >. Furthermore, in this processs of
mass generation, also three of the four fields in $ get transmuted into the longitudinal
polarization components of the massive gauge fields and one is left with only one physical
scalar Higgs field, H. This field has an analogous role to the vacuum expectation value u
in $, so that the effective replacement of $ by

in (1.23) details both which gauge fields get masses and what are the interactions of the
physical Higgs field with these gauge fields. Since < *& >~ (*), only the combination of
neutral fields (gr^W£ — g'y)n gets a mass. Using Eq (1.3) and the unification condition
(1.8) one sees that

(7-25)
COS öl

so that indeed the field A" - which we identified earlier äs the photon field - remains
massless in the breakdown. A simple calculation then gives for the Z and W± masses the
values:

lgv; Mz = \-^- (7.26)
2. 2. cos ö w

Thus, in the case of doublet Eiggs breaking, the p parameter, typifying the strength of the
neutral current (NC} interactions relative to that of the charged currents (CG), is unity.

COS2 0W

T (7.27)

Using Eq (1.15) one can use the above resuits to relate the scale u directly to the Fermi
constant. One has

-' - 250 GeV (1.28)



From Eq (1.23) and the effective replacemem (1-24) one deduces immediateiy the interac-
tions of the Higgs scalar to the gauge fields. For instance, using Eq (126), one finds the
following trilinear couplings

CHG = -•sin ZU w MZZ"ZIIH-
sin 9 w

(1.29)

Note that the Higgs couplings are proportional to the mass of the excitations it couples
to. However, the mass of the Higgs äeld itself is not Sxed directly. Using the Substitution
(1.24) in the potential (1-20) yields for the Higgs mass the expression

(1.30)

w hose scale is fixed by the Fermi scale v, but whose magnitude is unknown, since the Higgs
seif coupling A is not yet determined. Indeed, one has no real idea if the Higgs field H itself
exists! Its presence is a straight forward prediction of the simple way in which we assumed
5(7(2) x !7(1) is broken down, in more elaborate dynamical breakdown mechanisms [3j.
one can remove this excitation from the spectrum. However, it will always get replaced by
some other debris, associated with the symmetry breakdown. An important open question
in the Standard model is to elucidate the nature of the symmetry breakdown. Naturally, a
worthwhile goal is to search for the Higgs boson, äs this is the direct manifestation of the
simplest way to cause the SU(2) x U (V) —> U(l)tm breakdown.

1.4 Yukawa Interactions and Fermion Masses

The existence of a Higgs doublet $, with non zero vacuum expectations vaiue < $ >, is
good for another reason. Through $ and its presumed interactions with the fermions in the
theory, these fermions themselves can get masses. Because of the asymrnetric assignment
of /i and /R in Table 1.1 under 5(7(2), direct fennion mass terms

a» = -m// = -m(fLfR + /R/L) (J.31)

are forbidden in the electroweak theory. However, 517(2) x U(1) is spontaneously broken
to t7(l)em and this latter symmetry allows for fennion mass terms. So fermion mass terms
can be generated after SU(2) x 17(1) -t !7(l)em.

Since the Higgs doublet Seid $ has y = —\d its Charge conjugate

f/-32)

has y = +i, one can write 5(7(2) x 17(1) invariant interactions of these nelds with tbe
left and right-handed quarks and leptons. For the first family these, so called, Yukawa
interactioas read

Clearly, when 9 gets repiaced by (1.24), and <$ by its analogue

(J.34)

these interactions will give rise to mass terms for the charged fermions

(L35)

and to Higgs fermion interactions. The fermion masses, äs was the case already for the
Higgs bosoii, are undetennined, since the T' couplings are unknown. However, all masses
are proportional to the 5(7(2} x 17(1) breaking scale u, äs they should. Using (1.35), the
Higgs fermion couplings take a very simple form.

(1.36)

which again show the characteristic coupling to mass of the Higgs scalar.

Although it is not particularly germane to these lectures, I should mention briefly the
principal modification ensuing by considering more than one family of quarks and leptons.
In this case, after 5E7(2) x [7(1) breakdown, one is left with mass matrices for the quarks

IQ



and leptons of the same charge. To go to a physical basis, these mass matrices must be
diagonalized. This basis change introduces a mixing matrix in the charged current (CG)
interactions, the Cabibbo Kobayashi Maskawa matrix [4]. Thus now for example, for the
case of three fanailies, besides a üd\V+ couph'ng there is also a usW* and a ü&VK"1" coupling.
It is easy to see, however, that both the neutral current (NC) and the Higgs interactions
will remain fiavor diagonal. So, in particular, the formula (1.36) applies also in the case of
many fennion generations.

H. EXPERIMENTS WHICH ESTABLISHED THE ELECTROWEAK
THEORY

The Glashow Salam Weinberg [l] S(7(2) x f(l) model of the electoweak interactions was
established äs the Standard model only after extensive experimental confirmation in the
last 15 years. In this section, I would hke to discuss three types of experiments which, in
my opinion, had a particularly strong role in singling out the S£7(2) x U(1) model äs the
Standard model of the electroweak interactions. These include:

i) Neutrino neutral current experiments

ii) Interference experiments in deep inelastic scattering

iii) Direct production of Z and W bosons at the CERN - and now at the FNAL -
collider

II.l Neutrino Neutral Current Experiments

I want to consider here two kinds of experiments: elastic neutrino scattering off electrons
[i/Me —» v^e] and deep inelastic neutral current neutrino scattering in nuclei [fpN —» f/i-X"]-
The fonner experiments are very clear theoretically but, unfortunately, sufFer from a small
rate. The latter experiments are less theoretically pristine, but have much larger rates.
Basically

(HA)

11

For both processes, at the fundamental level, one needs to compute the cross section for
neutrino-fermion NC scattering, with the fermion being, respectively, an electron or one
of the quarks inside the nucleons. In the Fenni approximation (i.e., for q2 « M2z] the
effective Lagragian for these reactions is given by Eq (1.17). One has

+ 7.73 (IL2)

In what follows, it is somewhat more convenient to rewrite the above in terms of helicity
projections of the fermion fields:

with

(77.3)

(JI.4)

where, in the second line, I have made use of Eq (1.12).

Although it is straight forward to compute the scattering cross section for the process
vnf —* vnf or Vpf —> Vpf using the interaction Lagrangian (II.2), it is possible to give
a heuristic derivation of the resulting answer which bypasses this calculation altogether
[5]. Consider the first of these processes in the CM frame, letting p and p' stand for
the 4-momenta of the fennions and f. and l' for the 4-momenta of the neutrinos. The
CM scattering angle 8*, in the limit in which one neglects the fermion masses, is trivially
related to the kinematic invariant y = sr^-:

cos 8' = l - 2y (11.5}

The interacticns in C?J • are hehcity conserving at each vertex. This means that the helicity
of the scattered fermion is the same äs that of the incident fermion. So, since neutrinos
are aiways left handed, one needs to consider only two cases: neutrino scattering off left
handed fermions (<?LL) a^d neutrino scattering off right handed fermions (PLR}- These
processes are shown schematically in Fig. II.l.

12



(a) (b)

Fig. II.l: Configurations for a) GIL', b)

It is immediate from this figure that for the LL process the initial state has J = 0. One,
therefore, expects an isotropic angular distribution

dcosd* J LL
(II.6)

On the other band, for the LR process the backward final configuration has an angular
momentum jump of A J = 2 and is clearly forbidden. Thus one is led to a distribution

V<fcOS0*/Lfl V

/1 + cos 8"
(IL7)

For antiparticles helicities are interchanged (L <-* R)*. However, the dynamical consider-
ations for the scattering processes are similar and one deduces analogous results. In view
of the kinematical relation (II.5), one arrives at the useful results:

(II.*)

(

* i.e., antineutrinos are always right handed.

13

The above results makes the structure of the answer for the differential cross section for
i/^e and i>Me scattering, obtamed by a direct calculation, very clear. One finds

dy)

Ä

t//.9a)

(/1.9fr)

which just reflect the scattering of neutrinos (or antineutrinos) off !eft or right polarized
electrons, with the characteristic t/-dependences given in (II.8). Note that in the laboratory

frame y = -^-. That is, y is the ratio of the energy carried away by the scattered electron
to that of the incident neutrino.

The cross section ratio of v^e scattering to i/^e scattering is independent of p and is purely
a function of sin2 Qw- Integrating Eqs (II-9) one finds

R =
)2 3-12sm29w + 16sin49iv

1 — 4 sin 0 w + 16 sin G w
(II.IQ)

Hence, the measurement of this ratio experimentally affords a clean way to extract a value
for this fundamental parameter. Unfortunately, neutrino-electron scattering expenments
are statistically limited, because of the very small cross sections involved. Indeed, the
present day "high statistics" experiments at CERN and Brookhaven have only of the
order of 100 events! Nevertheless, frorn a measurement of R these experiments arrive at
the following values for sin20H/:

sin2 6 w —
0.215 ± 0.032 ± 0.012 CHARM [6].

0.209 ± 0.029 ± 0.013 E734 [7].
(77.11)

In the above, the first error is statistical and the second is systematic. No electroweak
radiative corrections are included in extracting these numbers. However, the errors are
large enough that it is not worth worrying about this point here.

From the actual measured values of the neutrino and antineutrino cross sections, using the
above values of sin Ow, one caj^ then determine the p parameter. I quote below the result

14



of the CHARM collaboration [6] for the actual cross sections.

/ _^ \

V " —2-i = (1.9 ±0.4 ±0.4) x 10~43-

= (1.5 ±0.3 ±0.4) x

GeV

GeV

(77.12)

which leads to

p= 1.09 ±0.09 ±0.11 (77.13)

Clearly, this value is perfectly coosistent with doublet Higgs breaking, where p = 1.

More accurate values for sin20w and p come from deep inelastic scattering experiments. In
the parton model [8] the process v^N —+ v^X proceeds by the scattering of the neutrinos off
one of the virtual particles (quarks or antiquarks) in the nucleons making up the nucleus.
The relevant kinematics of the neutrino nucleon scattering process is shown in Fig. II.2.

Fig. II.2 Kinematics of neutrino nucleon deep inelastic scattering.

As usual, one defines the kinematical variables

-q

2P-q

15

y =
P - q
p-l

(77.14)

If the partons canry a fraction £ of the nucleon momentum, so that p*1

corresponding variables at the partons level are
then the

-g
2p-

P ' ? P ' P (77.15)

By assumption, in the parton model, the scattering off the various partons in the nucleon
is incoherent [8]. Thus, the deep inelastic scattering cross section in the model is given by

da

dxdy

•ld£ du,,

p»rton
dy

(77.16)

In the above /paiton(£; q') is the probability of having a parton with a fraction of momentuin
£ in the proton. The g2-dependence of this probability is a QCD efFect [91. The parton
scattering cross section, in lowest order of QCD, is a simple two body scattering process.
Hence the parton's fractional ratio xp is üxed. It is not difficult to convince oneself that
i„ = l, so that

da

dxpdy
(77.17)

The cross sections for deep inelastic neutrino scattering in the parton model are identical
to those we detailed earÜer for neutrino-electron scattering, except that in this case the
targets are quarks and antiquarks with some intrinsic probabihty distributions f9(x;q2}.
A straightforward caloilation, using Eq (11-16), yields the expressions:

(77.18a)

(JJ.186)

16



Note the similarity of these expressions to those in E-q (H-9). The principal difference really
ia that these cross sections are much larger, since me is replaced by the nucleon mass M
*. Also here, when one scatters off antiquarks, there is an interchange between the y-
dependence üf QR and QL, just äs there is this interchange äs one passes from neutrino to
antineutrino cross sections. That is, one has,

(77.19)

It is useful to discuss the neutrino neutral curreut cross sections. given in Eqs (II.IS), in
the approximation in which the only quarks (and antiquarks) in a nucleon are those in the
Srst family. This, äs it turas out, is a preCty good approximation [10] and can always be
corrected for in real life. Furthenncre, for simplicity, we shail also assume that the nuclear
targets used experimentally are isoscalar targets. This again is a good first approximation
and small deviations from isoscalarity can also be corrected for. By isospin symmetry, the
distribution of u(d) quarks in a proton is the same äs that for d(u) quarks in a neutron. If
we call the u and d quark distributions in a proton u(i ,g2) and d ( x , q2}, respectively, then
for an isoscolar target [JV — |(n -r p)] one has, for example.

with similar expressions for the other distributions entering in Eqs (11.18). Usir.t that

2 3'
l l

( 11.21)

a simple calculation yields the fonnulas

\dzdyJ NC

+ x ü(z; q2} + d(x- q2) (S(0w) + (l A(6 (7J.22a)

* Note that the weights S,-1/,,-^; 92) an<^ 52ixfü(z> 92) entering in Eqs (11.18) have
precisely the right normalization. Conservation of momentum leads to the sum rule
53; J0 dxxfi(x; q2) = l, so that if there were only one kind of parton, äs in i/^e scattering,
then i/i —+ 1.

V dxdy/ NC

+ X\ü(x',q-)+d(x-,q')\) + (l -

In the above A(Qw~) and B(Qw) are given by

(II.22b)

y

To compare :he above (approximate) formulas with experiment, to extract a value of
s;n~ Q\v and ^, one needs seine informaticn cn the parton distribunon functions. T'his
can be obviated by using charged curren; results. With the same approximations, the CG
cross sections read

/ der \iV G ~r -V/ i

dxdyJcc

Using Eqs (11.24) one can rewrite the NC cross sections äs

f da-
'dxdy' J^dxdy

dxdy/cc ' d x d y ' •dxdy-1

(//.24a)

(7J.246)

(JJ.25a)

(77.256)

These expressions are known äs the Llewellyn Smith relations [10] and, apart from A(Q\v)
and B(Qw), only involve measureable quantities.

What is actually compared with experiment are the ratios of NC to CC cross sections. If

18



one defines

then one can rewrite the Llewellyn Smith relations äs:

R„ =

p = o2 - -sm20w + -sin4
l2 J 9

(77.26a)

(71.266)

(JJ.26c)

(77.27)

(77.28)

We see from the above that for the simplified Situation of neutrino scattering off isoscalar
targets, assumed to be composed only of quarks and antiquarks of the first fannly, one can
obtain sin Qw and p experimentally, provided one measures at the same time the charged
and neutral current cross sections. Of course, in real llfe, scattering is done on not purely
isoscalar targets. Furthermore, one must also take into account that nucleons have also a
sea of stränge quarks, charm quarks, etc. These real life effects, however, give rise to small
corrections, which one can account for in a systematic way.

As an Illustration of what happens in practice, I indicate briefly the procedure followed
by the CDHS collaboratioo [11] to extract sin2 Qw- Analogous corrections have been also
applied in other deep inelastic experiments [12,13,14]. What was measured by the CDHS
collaboration are the ratios R„ and r, with the results

0.3072 ± 0.0025 ± 0.0020

19

(7J.29)

r =0.39 ±0.01 (17.30)

where the two errors in Eq (11.29) are, respectively, statistical and systematic. Assuming
p — l, the Llewellyn Smith relation Eq (11.27) implies a value

(sin2 6w)unC Orr. = 0.236 ± 0.005 (77.31)

To obtain a final value for the Weinberg angle, however, a number of corrections must be
applied. The major "experimental" correction comes from the fact that the target, Fe, is
not purely isoscalar. This lowers the value of sin2 Qw by —0.009 [11]. There are, on the
other band, a number of smaller "experimental" corrections, connected with the presence
of stränge and charrn quarks in the nucleon, which essentially cancel this shift. In addition,
however, one must apply electroweak radiative corrections to the data and when this is
done - in the manner which I shall explain below - one lowers sin Qw by —0.011 [11]. In
performing all cf these corrections one incurs a certain theoretical error, because one needs
to estimate many things which are not precisely known (e.g. the amount of stränge sea).
The biggest error in the final value one obtains for sin Qw is due to the uncertainty in the
value of the charm quark mass, which affects particularly the ratio r. Carrying through
all these corrections CDHS obtains finally a value for sin Qw'-

sin2 0iv = 0.225 ± 0.005 ± [0.003 ± 0.013(mc - 1.5 GeV)} (77.32)

The error in the square bracket is an estimate of the theoretical uncertainty. Assuming,
äs is reasonable, that mc = 1.5 ± 0.3 GeV, then the füll mc uncertainty gives a theoretical
error of [0.005]. The electroweak radiative effects included in E-q (11.32) are computed
using a definition of sin2 Qw in which

sin2 Qw = l rpr (77.33)

I will explain shortly why one needs to specify precisely what one means by sin Qw, when
one computes radiative corrections. Here I note only that these radiative effects have
lowered the raw experimental value for sin2 ©w by about 4%.

20



The results of CDHS are in perfect agreement with results obtained at Fermilab [13,14]
and by the other large neutrino scattering experiment at CERN, CHARM [12]. Assuming
that p = l, the results of all these experiments, Lncluding CDHS, are reported in Table
II.l, The error in brackets in this Table is an estimate of the theoretical uncertainty.

Table II.l: Results of Deep Ineiastk Neutrino Experiments for sin2 Q\v

sin2 6w = 0.225 ±0.005 ± [0.005] CDHS[11]

sin2 Qw = 0.236 ± 0.005 ± [0.005] CHARM[12]

sin2 Qw = 0.239 ± 0.010 CCFRR[13]

sin2 Bw = 0.246 ± 0.016 FMM[14]

Recently a global reanalysis of these inelastic experiments, and of all other neutral current
experiments, has been performed by two groups [15] [16]. I will give below, for definitive-
ness, the results of Amaldi et al [15]. However, those of Costa et al [16] are quite similar.
Correcting the raw experimental value of sin Qw for all experimental effects, but not
Lncluding radiative corrections, Amaldi et al [15] arrive at a "bare" average value for the
Weinberg angle of

(sin2 Q°w)Dis = 0-242 ± 0.006 (/J.34)

Applying radiative corrections, adopting the definition Eq (11.33) for sin2 Qw and using
in addition the values m( = 45 GeV and MH = 100 GeV, for the yet unknown top and
Higgs masses, gives a downward shift

= -0.009 ±0.001 (71.35)

The final value quoted by Amaldi et al [15] from their global fit of all neutrino deep inelastic
data, assuming p = l, is

(sin2 ew)Dis = 0-233 ± 0.003 ± [0.005] (71.36)

21

which is in perfect agreement with the values given by the individual experiments in Table
II.l.

To determine p in addition one needs to measure also R&. The most accurase values for
Rt come from the CERN experiments [17] [18]

R6 = 0.363 ± 0.015 CDHS [17]
R* = 0.377 ± 0.020 CHARM [18]

(77.37)

Including also experimental Information on R&, Amaldi et al [15] obtam values for both p
and sin Qw- A two parameter fit of all data yields:

sin2 Qw = 0.232 ± 0.014 ± [O-OOS] (77.38)

= 0.999 ±0.013 ±[0.008] (17.39)

One sees that the above is quite coosistent with the fit obtained by fixing p = 1. Further-
more, Eq (11.39) shows that the hypothesis of doublet Higgs breaking is well established
experimentaüy.

II.2 Interference Experiments in Deep Inelastic Scattering

The effects of the weak neutral current are also detectable in charged lepton deep inelastic
scattering: P1 N —» f ^ X , These processes in the parton model, involve both 7 and Z
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exchange between the incident leptons and the constituent quarks, äs shown in Fig. II.3.

X

Fig. II.3: NC Contributions to deep inelastic lepton scattering

To compute the hadronic cross section one must add the 7 and Z contributions at the
parton level in amplitude, which leads to an interference effect between tbese two con-
tributions. For q~ « M^, the leading weak interaction corrections to these dominant
electromagnetic processes are contamed in these interference terms. Schemati cally, one
has for the total amplitude

«M£'
(77.40)

Clearly the weak effects are small, at moderate q2, being of order 10 4q2 (GeV2). Thus
to observe these corrections experimentally, one must get rid of the dominant 7- exchange
terms in (11.40). This is readily done by studying some asymmetry.

It is easy to convince oneself that there are three different types of asymmetry measure-
ments one can preform, with a total of four possible distinct measurements. These possi-
billties are directly correlated with the helicities and charges of the incident leptons. One
has either a
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i) Polarization asymmetry

A± =
- d<7.±

'
T,± + da.±
*K *t

(77.41)

ii) Mixed asymmetry

BR,L =
dtj.+ — C?<7,-

R, L 't, H

dff.+ + d(T.-
R,L t.H

(77.42)

iii) Charge asymmetry

CR.L =
<ii7,+ — dcr,-

1R.I. ''R.L (77.43)

Experimentally, only two of the above asymmetries have been studied: A has been mea-
sured at SLAC in polarized electron deuteron deep inelastic scattering [19], while BR has
been measured at CERN by scattering polarized muons on 12C [20].

The calculation of the asymmetries for the various deep inelastic processes follows directly
from the effective Lagrangian in momentum space which describe the mteractions shown
in Fig. II.3. For q2 « M\, the Z exchange tenn can be taken in the Ferrni approximation
and one has, for electron scattering,

WrW«C\)

It is convenient to write the above in a helicity basis which yields

(77.45)
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The computation of the relevant cross section is immediate by using Eq (II.8), whicb detail
the y-dependence of the various helicity cross sections for particle-particle scattering. For
antiparticle-particle scattering, äs we indicated in (11.19), one just interchanges tbe roles of
the left and right helicities. Using tbese results one finds for electron or positron scattering
on a right banded quark tbe following differential cross sections:

d*<- («) ~ i - HT Q, + ^GF(>Q?Q?\R q

<t*fl.M ~ 1 - ™Q< + ̂ GFPQtQ?\(l - y)2

<fcej(9H) ~ 1 - ™Q, + ^GFpQtQ?\*

^,+Ufl) - ! - ^Q, + ̂ GrpQ? Q? l 2 Ci - y)2
L q

while for the scattering off a left handed quark one has

<K-(9t) ~ 1 - ™Q, + V2GFPQ^Q^\(l - y)2

^eI(9L) - 1 - ™Q, + ^.GFPQLfQLq\

^e+C«L) ~ 1 - ^Q, + V2GrpQf-Qj!2(i - y)2
R q

dre+(9L) - 1 - ™Q, + v^GFpöf Qj|2

(77.46a)

(77.466)

(77-46c)

(77.46d)

(77.47a)

(71.476)

(77.47c)

(77.47d)

Similar expressJons apply also for scattering off antiquarks- However, since the effect of
antiquarks is small I will, for simplicity, neglect these contributions altogetber in what
follows.

In this apprcodmation, the relevant cross section which enters in the various asymmetries
are just given by

da ± (q) = dae± (qR) +
R,It R»-^

Furthermore, if one keeps only terms of O(GF)I one has

(77.48)

- v)2 - L< + Q*(i -
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If one considers scattering of polarized leptons on isoscalar targets N = ^(n + p) then,
effectively, matters simplify further. Coasidering only the quarks of the lsl generation, one
has

q(x,q2)da(q) - u(x,q2}
J

(77.50)

In this case, clearly, the asymmetries A,B,C are iudependent of the structure functions
and just follow from the asymmetries at the quark level.

For tbe A asymmetry measured at SLAC, in particular, one finds

d*e--dff€l GFpq>

da.- •

wbere

and

(77.51)

(77.52)

(77.53)

Note tbat both tbe coefficient aq and ßq are parity violatmg - either at the electron or at
the quark vertex. In terms of sin2 BW and p one finds for A~ the expücit expression

(77.54)



This asymmetry was measured in a classic experiment by a SLAC-Yale group about 10
years ago [19]. The data, shown in Fig. II.4, shows little y-dependence, indicating that
sin2 Q\v ^ ^. Assuming that p = l, the magnitude of the asymmetry then fixes sin Qw
itself. The result obtaiaed [19]

sin1 Qw = 0.224 ± 0.012 ± 0.008 (11.55)

where the first error above is statistical and the second is systematic, is in a perfect
agreement with the results for sin QW obtained in deep inelastic neutrino experiments.

0
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-10-

-15-

-20
0

Standard
model

« E0=19.4GeV

A E0=16.2GeV

o E0=22.2GeV

- i
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

i

Fig. II.4: Polarized asymmetry A~/q* measured by the SLAC-Yale experiment
function of y.

[19] äs a

A few remarka are in Orden

i) The SLAC-Yale experiment [19] provides an important confirmation of the vaiidity of
the Standard model, since what is measured here are different neutral current vertices
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than those entering in neutrino experiments. In the Standard model these vertices
are all related to sin2 9w, so that obtaining the same sin26iv from these different
experiments does give an important cross check of the model.

ü) The result given in (11.55) does not include radiative corrections. These typically [15]
lower the value of sin2 QW in E-q (11.55) by about 0.01, which is within the quoted
experimental errors.

iii) The theoretical corrections to the formula (11.51) [or (11.54)] for A are rather small.
For instance, incorporating the neglected antiquark contributions replaces the coeffi-
cient of /(y) in these expressions by

/(y) (11.56)

where q(x; q2) = u(x\q2} + d(x\2). The above is actually a rather smail correction
since, for the moderate values of x relevant to the SLAC experiment, the antiquark
distributions are just a small fraction of those of the quarks.

The BCDMS collaboration at CERN [20] has measured the mixed asymmetry BR using
polarized fi beams interacting on a 12C target. A similar calculation to the one above
gives, in the Standard model, the following result for this asymmetry;

BR =
T Q2t-"l ̂ ! (J/.57)

Note that since BR ~ Qt(Qf ~ Q^}, thJ3 asymmetry is not a purely parity violating
asymmetry. Because of this, when one compares (11-57) to experiment it is necessary to
subtract trom the data purely electromagnetic 0(a3) corrections, which do give a non zero
contribution to B .
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Using sina Qw = 0.23, p = l, Eq (II.57) predicts for the slope parameter 6 the value:

The experimental data for BR, corrected for purely eletromagnetic effects, is plotted versus
f ( y ) q2 in Fig. II.5. The slope parameters for the two energies measured are, withiri errors,
in perfect agreement with this prediction:

6(120 GeV) = (-1.76 ±0.75) x 10~*GeV"2

6(200 GeV) = (-1.47 ± 0,37) x 10~4GeV~2
(77.59)

The errors, however, are too large to use this data to get a stringent value for sin Qw-

50 100

f ( y )q z (GeV z )

Fig II.5: q2 dependence of the B R asymmetry from [20]
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II.3 Detection of W* and Z and Radiative Corrections

Perhaps the most impressive confinnation of the Standard model was provided by the U AI
and U A3. collaborations working ai the CERN pp collider, by detecting the weak bosons
W± and Z, with the masses predicted by the model [2l] [22]. Recalling the fonnulas

G
(77.60)

coming frora the Fermi theory comparison, and

(//.6l)

coming from doublet Higgs breaking, and using sin2 Qw — 0.23 yields

Mw = 77.8 GeV- Mz - 88.7 GeV (11.62}

These values are in good agreement with the mass values measured for the W and Z bosoas
by the U AI and UA2 collaborations, äs can be gathered from Table II.2 wnich contains a
recent compüation of these results [23]

Table II.2: Values of W and Z Masses [23]

MW = (32.7 ± 1.0 ± 2.7) GeV UAl(ei/)

Mw = (80.2 ± 0.6 ± 1.7) GeV UA2(ei/)

Mz = (93.1 ±1.0 ±3.1) GeV UAlfe+e-)

Uz = (91.5 ± 1.2 ± 1.7) GeV UA2(e+e-)

Average

Mw = (80.8 ± 1.3) GeV

Average

Mz = (92.0 ± 1.8) GeV

Although the agreement of theory with the experimental results is impressive at first sight,
both the W and Z masses appear to be a few GeV higher than the values given in Eq
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(11.62). One must realize, however, tbat if one wants to check the predictions of the
model to the percent accuracy, one must worry about the effect of electroweak radiative
corrections. It turns out that when one incorporates these radiative efFects both the W
and Z mass values predicted by the theory are raised, thereby improving the agreement
with experiment. Let me discuss this important point.

I have indicated briefly earlier than when considering radiative correctioris one must specify
how sin2 Qw is defined. In the Oth order discussion of Sec.I we have defined sin2 Qw in a
mimber of different - but to this order, equivalent - ways:

i) Through the unification condition, Eq (1-8):

c = g' cosOw = gsiuQw (77.63)

ii) Via the interrelation of the W and Z masses, corresponding to doublet Higgs breaking,
Eq (1.27):

sm20w = l- (77.64)

iii) By comparing the low energy charged current interactions with the Fermi theory, Eq
(1.15):

iv) JFVom the structure of the neutral current itself, Eq (1.19):

(77.66)

Although these ways of specifying the Weinberg angle are equivalent in lowest order in a,
each of these definitions will get different corrections in higher order, with the corrections
depending precisely on how the Weinberg angle is physically defined. Thus one must agree
on some definition of sin2 QW. and then all other definitions will be related in a calculable
way to this conventionally picked value.
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Most useful is to focus on some expression wtuch relates sin Qw to some measurable
quantity. For instance, the sin Qw that enters in the definition of -/J^c impkes, at lowest
order, the expression (11.10) for the ratio R of the i/^e. to v^t cross sections, which is purely
a function of sin2 0iv- Consider, however, this same ratio in higher order. At 0(a) one
needs to add many more graphs to i/^e scattering, äs shown schematically in Fig. II.6

Fig. II.6: Corrections to v^e, scattering to

These 0(a) contributions are singular, but the infinities appearing in R can be reabsorbed
into redefinitions of the coupling constants and of < $ >. Depending on how one does this
renormalization process one arrives at different definitions of the renonnallzed sin Qw-
In particular, one could define this renormalized sin2 Qw [called sin2 9^/ below] by the
demand that the 0(a) expression for R be precisely the same äs the lowest order expression.
That is, to 0(a)

3-12 sin3 e& + 16sin4e5, .
*

This equation then fixes how the Weinberg angle is defined in all other 0(a) computations.
For instance, for the mass shifts to the W and Z masses, coming through the vacuum
polarization graphs of Fig. II.7 one now has a fixed prescription on how the infinities are
reabsorbed. Reabsorbing these infinities with sin2 6^. defined via Eq (11.67), one finds

(71.68)



with C some calculable finite munber *

W

Fig. IL7: Vacuum polarization graphs giving mass shifts to the weak boson masses

Of course, one could have done this differently and defined the Weinberg angle to 0(cc)
through the mass ratio

i-ffl^C. (77.69)

With this definition, obviously the expression for R would differ from the Iowest order
value. Indeed using (11-68), one sees that

R = 3 - 12(sin2 ew)m"' + 16(sin* 8^)""" + aC[-12 + 32(sin2 6W)—"]

l - 4(sin2 Qw)n"' + 16(sin* Qw)m"' + aC[-4 + 32(sin2 Bw)m*"]

It is most convenient to use (sin Qw}m"* äs a definition of the renormalized Weinberg
angle. Henceforth we shail adopt this definition and drop the superscript mass, so that

(sin2 (JJ.71)

* Keeping only the leading logarithmic terms one finda Ca ~ —^n~^r [24]
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This definition, which was suggested by Sirlin [25], is particularly useful in that one can es-
timate the radiative corrections by means of the renormalization group [24]. Furthennore,
U is this definition of sin2 Qw which has been used in computing the radiative corrections
for the deep inelastic neutrino scattering experiments, reported in See H.1.

One potential way to test these radiative effects would be to compute sin &w from the
value of the W and Z masses measured at the CERN collider, and compare this value
with that obtained in deep inelastic scattering. Unfortunately, although systematic errors
cancel mostly in the ratio, the statistjcal errors remaining are too big for a meanmgful
comparison. Averaging the U AI and UA2 data one finds

= 0-222 ± 0.018, (J/.72)

which agrees within errors with the value of sin2 8w obtained in deep inelastic scattering,
Eq (11.36). However, it also agrees within errors with the "bare" value [(sin QW)D[S =

0.242 ± 0.006] computed without doing any radiative corrections.

One can do a more meaningful comparison by looking directly at a modified formula for
MW, inclucUng radiative corrections. With the definition of sin2 Qw of (11.71), the Iowest
Order relation obtained from the Fenni theory comparison [Fxj (1-15)] between M^, and
sin QW gets modified to

^ [_J—] (7J.73)

In the above a is the fine structure constant, a = j-, measured at zero momentum transfer,
whüe GF is the Fenni constant measured in muon decay (with certain small electromag-
netic corrections included [26]). Both these Parameters are known to high accuracy. The
factor in the square bracket is a theoretically computable radiative correction [27], which
for the definition of sin2 9vv adopted is rather large. Ar, however, does depend (slightly)
on the values adopted for the two unknown parameters of the 3 generation Standard model,
mt and MH. Using äs canonical values m, = 45 GeV and MH = 100 GeV, one finds [15]
[27]*

Ar = 0.0713 ± 0.013 (-^.74)

* The error is due to uncertainties in the value of the low energy e+e~ —* hadron cross
section needed to fully estimate Ar.
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The radiative correction changes the numerical relation between
that of the simple Fermi theory comparison. One has

(37.281 GeV}2 (38.685

on 8tr[l — Ar] sin Qw

and sin Qw from

(11.75)

Using the U AI and UA2 vector boson masses in Table II.2, one obtains an average value
of sin2 Qw - including also an estimate of the possible theoretical uncertainty (given in
square brackets) - of

(sin2 Qw)w/z = 0-228 ± 0.007 ± [0.002] (71.76)

This value is in excellent agreement with the value of sin
scattering [Eq (11.36)].

obtained in deep inelastic

(sin2 QW)DIS = 0-233 ± 0.003 ± [0.005] (11.77)

Conversely, if one uses the value for sin2©«/ found in deep inelastic scattering in the
radiatively corrected formula for the W mass, one finds

= 80.14 ± 0.50 ± [0.85] GeV (11.78}

This value is also in excellent agreement with the mass values observed by the U AI and
UA2 coUaborations, given in Table Ü.2. Radiative corrections have provided about a 2.5
GeV upward shift to the "zero" order mass prediction (n.62).

One should note that the radiative shift for (sin2 Qw)w/z is large and increases the bare
prediction

(sin2 Q°w)w/z = 0-212 ± 0.007 (II.79)

to the value given in Eq. (11.76). For the case of deep inelastic scattering, this radiative
shift is smaller in magnitude but opposite in sign. That is, the bare value of sin2 QW is
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larger than the radiatively corrected value. So radiative correctioas really do help! This
is, illustrated pictorially in Fig. Ü.8.

0.25
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« 0.23
D
t

5 0.22

0,2'

0.20
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Rad. Corr.

DIS

W/Z

With
Rod. Corr.

DIS

W/Z

Fig. II.8: Effects of radiative corrections on sin2 Qw-

The resuit of the combined analysis of all neutral current experiments by Amaldi et al [15]
gives a best value for the Weinberg angle, when p = l, of

sin2 Qw = 0.230 ± 0.0438 (11.80)

If p is allowed to vary also, the best values are

sin3 Qw = 0.229 ±0.0064

p = 0.998 ± 0.0086
(77.81)

A graphical representation of these results (at 90% C.L.) is shown in Fig. II.9, which clearly
indicates the importance of the neutrino deep inelastic experiments and of the W/Z mass
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determinations for an accurate determination of sin2

confirms doublet Higgs breaking to the percent level.
and p. Note that Eq. (11.81)

Fig. II.9: 90% C.L. confidence Umits for sin2 6vv and p, from the analysis of Amaldi et al
[151.

HL FORTHCOMING TESTS OF THE ELECTROWEAK THEORY

The 517(2) x (7(1) model of Glashow Salam and Weinberg [1] will get a more thorough
probing with the forthcoming generation of accelerators, particularly the large e+e~ col-
liders LEP and SLC. In this section, I want to discuss some of the interesting tests of the
Standard model which will be performed in the near future with these machines.

.l Precision Electroweak Tests at the Z

It is obviously very important to establish the correctness of the Standard electroweak
theory, including radiative corrections. We just aaw that one is beginning to do thia by
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using the combination of deep inelastic neutrino data with the collider measurements of
the W and Z masses [cf Fig. II.8]. However, the errors are still large, and one is just
beginning to test for these effects. One would very much like to have, for the Standard
electroweak theory, a check of the radiative corrections which is equivalent to the famous
g -2 check for QED.

One such test is provided by the radiative correction Ar, introduced in Eq (11.73). One
may rewrite this equation, using the numerical values for GF and a, in a number of alter-
nate ways, by exploiting the interrelation between sin2 QwtMw and M| of the defining
equation (11.71):

-Ar =
(37-281 GeV}'1 _ (37.281 GeV)2M2z (37.281 GeV}'

(77/.1)

Eq (III.1) makea it clear that a careful measurement of either of the following pairs of
quantities: (jW^.sin2 ©tv); (M^M2,); or (M|,sin2 @w) will fix (Ar)eip and permit an
accurate comparison with the theoretical value (11.74).

At the moment, however, one does not have the possibility of perfonning a very accurate
test of this theoretical prediction. Using the value of the Weinberg angle obtained in deep
inelastic scattering, Eq (11.77) [sin2 Qw = 0.233 ± 0.003 ± [0.005]] and the average value
for the W mass given in Table II.2 [Mw = S0.8 ± 1.3 GeV]t one deduces that

(Ar)„, = 0.09 ±0.04 (777.2)

This value is indeed in perfect agreement with the theoretical prediction given in Eq (11.74).
However, the accuracy is such that (Ar)eip is a bit more than 2cr away from being zero.
As I will discuss below, measurements at LEP and SLC will be able to considerably reduce
the error on Ar and thus provide a much more meaningful test of the radiative corrections.

Before discussing these precision tests, it is useful to try to understand theoretically why
Ar is so large (Ar ~ 7%) and to try to describe how the theoretical value depends on the
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unknown parameters m ( and MH in the Standard model. The magnitude of the correction
Ar can be readily understood physically [24]. In Eq (11.73) two of the parameters a and
Gp are specified from experiments done at low q2. On the other hand, M{y and sin Qw
are quantities that Jnvolve a scale of O(lOOGeV). Radiative corrections can only be large if

there are large logarithms: ^'n<^T' since a i t seif is a small paramefcer. This suggests [24]
that if one replaces a and GF in Eq (11.73) by their running values, a(M^) and GF(MW),
since all quantities are now evaluated at the same scale, the bulk of the radiative effects
should be accounted for. That is, one expect that includicg radiative corrections [24],

(177.3)
- Ar]

The computation of the running of a is through the usual QED vacuum graphs, mvolving
all the ferrnions entering in the theory, ieading to the familiär result

- ('"-4)

The uncertainties in the hght quark masses entering iu this formula can be largely avoided
by using the low energy e.+c~~ annihilation experimental cross sections [24]. Furthennore,
the error arising from not knowing the value of the top quark mass is not very large. A
direct evaluation gives

a(M2w] -
12S

(7/7.5)

It turns out that the Fermi constant above, which is measured in /i-decay, does not run.
Thus Gp-fWjj,) ~ GF - This last point can be understood äs follows. The effective La-
grangian for \i deca.y can be rewritten by means of a Fiere transformation into a product
of a neutnno current tune3 a charged lepton current

G?,- <*,, ^ ir-
- 7s

(II 1.6)

Now Gp(My^) is a modification of the usual Fermi constant, coming from logarithmic
virtual photon corrections. These corrections, in the language of the renormalization group,

give rise to an anomalous dimension for the p decay operator in (III.6). However, the
currents entering in the second line of Eq (III.6) are really very special. The neutrino
current is inert under electromagnetism, while the e — p. current is conserved, and thus has
no anomalous diraensioa [24], Hence GF(MW) = GF-

Using the above results, one can rewrite the formula for Ar coming from Eq (III.3) äs

a GF(M?,,) o- 128
GF 137

= 0.934 (7/7.7)

which is very dose to the calculated answer. Thus one understands directly the main
effect, in a qualitative fashion.

The actual number for Ar given in Eq (11.74), took äs canonical values m, = 45 GeV
and MH — 100 GeV, for the two still unknown parameters in the Standard model. It is
important to ask how sensitively does this number depend on these choices. One finds frorri
detailed calculations [27] [24] that Ar is quite sensitive to m(, if mt > mw, but rather
insensitive to M H. Indeed, the Variation of Ar with M u is only logarithrnical, while its
dependence on mt is quadratic. Numerically, one finds that [27] [24]

(Ar}lop ^ -,-3, m>
-Mw

(777-f

while

(m.9)

Using the above, one sees that even for a l TeV Higgs the change in Ar is small (5Ar ~
0.01). On the other hand, for a 200 GeV top the predicted value for Ar is reduced to about
Ar ~ 0.4 and is Icr away from the experimentally deduced value of Eq (III.2). Amaldi et
al [15] have studied a whole gamut of neutral current processes äs a function of m, and
by demanding agreement between theory and experiment obtain a 90% C.L. upper bound
on m(. Their bound depends slightly on MH-, but lies in the vicinity of 180 - 200 GeV.
Clearly, if one could reduce the errors on Ar from experiment, one could narrow the ränge
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allowed for mt in the Standard model.* Furthermore, äs even large variations of MH give

at most changes in Ar at the percent level, a worthwhile goal is to try to measure Ar to
this level.

Precise studies at SLC and LEP can achieve this level of accuracy [SAr < O.Olj, through a
careful measurement of sin Qw- In these e^e" colh'ders, the Z mass should be measured
to the per mil accuracy (SMz < 100 MeV}. Obviously, therefore, the relevant formula for
extracting Ar is one in which the Z mass and sin Qw are involved.

l- Ar =
\72GFsin2 Qw cos2 QwMl

Neglecting the errors due to the Z mass measurement, which are tiny anyway, one sees
that o

£ A r ~ — 5 s i n Q w ( I I I . I I )
o

Hence to measure Ar to an accuracy of <5Ar c± 0.01, requires measuring sin2 Qw to
6sin Qw — 0.004. This is the present experimental accuracy for sin Qw in deep in-
elastic scattering [c.f, Eq (11.36)]. However, in this case one has an additional theoretical

error, coming from uncertainties in the parton model, of £(sin2 Qw)tkeora = "-005.

At LEP/SLC one can achieve the above accuracy in sin Qw by measuring the forward-
backward asymmetry in the process e+e~ —* fi+p~ at resonance. This process receives
contributions from both a 7 exchange and a Z exchange graph, äs shown in Fig. III.l

* There is an experimental lower bound on m( from U AI [28], m( > 44 — 56 GeV,
with the ränge depending on certain theoretical uacertainties for t-production in hadronic
processes.
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M-'

e~

Fig. III.l: Graphs contributing, to lowest order, to the process e+e' a k il ' l l

Using the interaction Lagrangian of the Standard model, Eq (1-9), a straight forward cal-
culation gives the following expression for the differential angular distribution for this
process

da xc-2

dcos6 2s
(111.12)

Here Ö is the angle of the produced p relative to the incomiug e , while s is the CM
energy squared. The functions FI(S) and F2(s) depend on the neutral current coupling of
the Z to the leptons, which iuvolve sin2 Qw- One finds in particular *

(*-

( 3 - 2

(V? + AI)
sn W cos

* Note that vector and axial NC couplings of the electron and the muon are the same.
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and

1 (s - Af|)3 + Mf r?0( ' sin2 Qw cos' Qw

4s* Ve2A;
' (s - Af|)2 + Äffr?0( ' sm*evvcos4ew

(777.136)

These expressions include an explicit width for the Z boson, obtained by replacjng the
ordinary Feymnan propagator factor 777^7 by M) -,-\r—M~ 'n t^ie g^P^8 °f Fig.- HI.l.
The forward-backward asymmetry is then, simply,

(777.14)

Note that AFB is not a purely parity violating asymmetry, since FZ depends on A\s
well äs (AeVe)2. Thus it has purely electromagnetic 0(a3) contributions, which must be
subtracted off before one can extract the purely weak effects frorn expenment.

TT~ pro-The forward-backward asymmetry for both the e+e —* p+p and e^e
cesses has been measured at PEP and PETRA. In this energy ränge, ^/s « M\o that,
using that Ae = 1/4, one has approximately

(777.15)

rhence
3

32sina 9iv cos2

^"' (M|-s)8sin26

1 S - l
QW*MZ-S L32sina(

>W cos2 QW

3

?vvcos2 Qw

One sees from Eq (IIL16) that in the PEP/PETRA ränge one expects AFB to grow
approximately linearly with s. The slope of AFB vs s, in principle, depends on Qw-
However, in practice it is quite insensitive to the Weinberg angle, since
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This Unear growth is seen in Fig. III.2, taken from [29], which details the values for AFB
measured at PEP and PETRA. I note for later use that the best accuracy achieved so fax
in measuring Apg, is 6AfB — 0.02 at -^/s — 34 GeV. As we shall see one will have to do
better than this at LEP/SLC if one wants to extract an accurate value of sin2 Qw-
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Fig. III.2: Compilation of forward-backward asymmetry measurements at PEP and
PETRA, from [29].

The relevant formulas for AFB change totally when one operates at
case since rto, « MZ (see below) one has

= MZ- Ln this

. 4 - .
(ot sm öwcos*

=4(-; sn W cos

(777.18)

Hence one obtains

3v2
~3(l-4sin20(v)2, (777.19)
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where use has beeu made that

V e =sin 2 6w- 7 « A, = 7 (777.20)

I note that the forward-backward asymmetry at resonance is sroall because sin Qw — 7-

One can estimate the accuracy needed on AFB to get S sin2 Qw < 0.004, which corresponds
to 5Ar < 0.01. Using (III. 19) and the requirement that 8s'w2Qw < 0.004 yields the
constraint:

= 24[l-4sm2ew]£sin20w < O.ljl - 4sin2 Qw] (in.21

Thus the accuracy needed in measuring AFB-, to extract auseful value for sin2 QW, depends
on the actual value of this parameter *. Given the large rates at the Z, it is quite
possible to imagine measuring sin Qw to this accuracy, statistically. For instance, it has
been estimated [30j that at LEP, operating at a luminosity of 1031 cm~25ec~1, one could
achieve a statistical error for Apg of 5ApB < 0.005 in 40 days of running. However, the
real trick is to maJntain the systematic accuracy to this level! Furthennore, there is another
complication. The rneasured forward-backward asymmetry has really three components

(A (7/1.22)

Only the first of these is the quantity given in Eq (11.19). The real measured asymme-
try, in addition includes both electroweak radiative corrections and purely electromag-
netic corrections. The first of these corrections are small compared to AFB-, but grow äs
sin Qw —» 0.25. On the other hand, the pure electromagnetic corrections are comparable
m size to AFB, being of the Order of 2 — 3%. Furthennore, their actual value depends on
the explicit experimental cuts. So to achieve a precision on AFB °f order 0.05% requires a

* For instance, for sin2 6w = 0.24 one need 6AFB < 0.004, while for sin2 Qw = 0.23
one needa SAps < 0.008.
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careful combination of both theoretical and experimental work. It will indeed be a difficult
task! *

The forward-backward asymmetry AFB is not the only way in which one can extract
sin2 Qw at the Z peak. Asymmetries involving helicity measurements., if feasible, turn out
to be very good ways to try to measure sin3 Qw. Basically, these asymmetries require that
one either have some way to polarize the initial electron and positron bearns, or that one be
able to detect the polarization of some finaliy produced state. The final state polarization
asymmetry for the process e+ &~ —* T+T ~, in fact, can be measured in practice by using the
decay r —> -XVT äs a polarization analyzer. Furthennore. studies have been undertaken both
at SLAC [31] and at CERN [32] to see whether one can run with longitudinally polarized
e+ and e~ beams. Although achieving polarization might be difficult - particularly at
CERN where one will need spin rotators - the physics benefit of measuring initial state
asymmetries for extracting sin" ©w are considerable.

At -^ = MZ both the final state polarization asymmetry for e+e ~- r+r and the
initial state left-right asymmetry, for scattering into any final state fermion-aniifermion
pair, are hnearly proportional to (l — 4 sin3 Qw}- Thus the error in sin" Qw obtained from
these asymmetries is independent of the precise value of the Weinberg angle. A simple
calculation shows that, in lowest order,

VTAT

(7/7.23)

~2(l-4sin28H')

r(e+eL

//)' (777.24)

If one does not have füll initial state polarization, and if Pe is the degree of polarization of
the initial electron, then what one measures is PeA[,R. The linearity of the above formulas

* Recall that at PEP/PETRA AFB was only measured to 2% accuracy.
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in (l — 4sin2 Qw) implies that, typically, one needs less accurate measurements for these
asymmetries to obtain the same error in sin GW äs for AFB- For sm Qw — 0.23, Eq
(111.21) yields

(777.25)

while, from the above, one has

(777.26)

Furthennore, these latter asymmetries are larger than AFB \Apoi — -^i« — 0.16] and are
much less affected by radiative effects [33].

The accuracy that one could actually achieve for sin2 Qw via a measurement of AIR has
been carefully analyzed in a recent report by TreiJJe [34]- He concludes that if 50% longi-
tudinal polarization is achieved, a 40 p&-1 exposure at LEP would allow a detennination
°f ALR to 6A[,R = 0.003 and consequently one could measure sin2 Q\v to 3-4 parts per
104! This is a very much more accurate value for sin2 &w than what could be achieved
with Af B and it would allow one to test Ar to 6Ar = 0-001. However, this measurement
will not be done very soon, since even the issue of whether it is feasible to run LEP with
polarized beams is still not settled!

In the near term, therefore, the only additional Information on sin2 Qw, besides that pro-
vided by the forward-backward asymmetry, will come from A^o[. The way this asvmmetry
for T~ leptons can be measured is by looking at the energy distribution of the produced
pions, in the decay T~ —t -K~VT. In the rest frame of the r leptons, the decay r~ —> 7r""fr

is forbidden for v'rs produced along the direction of the r~ polarization, äs shown in Fig.
m.3.
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Fig. III.3: Allowed and forbidden configurations in r —- z i/r decays.

If GJT is the angle which the pion makes in the r rest frame, with respect to the r direction
in the laboratory, then it is easy to see that the angular distribution of the produced pions
in the r rest frame is given by

(in.27)
dcosQ,

Since the pion energy in the laboratory is related to 0„ by

*. = -s^- = ia + cose,) (7/7.28)

it follows that a measurement of the distribution dN/dz, will give a direct estimate of

~ ~ [l - A;ol(2x, - l)] (777.29)

Chaveau [35] estimates that, with a run of 100 days at LEP, one can achieve a statistical
accuracy on the r polarization asymmetry of (SA^0,Y*ai ~ 0.016, with a systematic error
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of half this amount. If this can be achieved, this meagurement could provide an extremely
accurate value for sin Q\y. But even if the accuracy were reduced by half, one would still
achieve the goal of measuriag 8 sin2 Qw to ±0.004.

111,2 Neutrino Counting

Soon after their turn-on SLC and LEP, by measuring accurately the total width Ftot °f
the Z, should provide us with a very important result conceraing the family structure
of the Standard model. In the Sf/(2) x (7(1) model, neutrinos of each generation couple
universally to the Z boson. If neutrinos beyond ve^^ and vr existed, there would be no
reason to suppose that they should not also be massless or, at least, very light. Hence.
each subsequent generation of neutrinos could give au additional contribution to the total
Z width, since the processes Z —* v&i are kinematically allowed. Thus, assuming that
there are no other "hidden" modes,

= (r(0()3 (J7I.30)

Since both (riol}3 gen and F(Z —* i/i/} are well determined theoretically in the Standard
model, and Ytot can be well measured at LEP and SLC, these machines should readily
ascertain if JV„ = 3 or not. Inferentially, therefore, one can leara in this way if there are
more generations of quarks and leptons than the three we already know of.

From the NC interaction Lagrangian of the Standard model

C//I.31)

it is easy to compute the partial width of the Z into any fermion-antifermion pair. Ne-
glecting m/ relative to MZ, which is a good approximation for all known fermions except
top, one finds

(111.32)

where Cf is a color factor: Cf = l for leptons; Cf = 3, for quarks.
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Several remarks are in order:

i) Eq (111.32) does not include radiative corrections. However, just äs we discussed for
the case of MW, the buik of these effects can be taken into account by replacing a
with ot(Mw) in this equation. Since approximately,

\ — GF M
Qw cos2 Qw (J/J.33)

a more accurate fonnula for T(Z —t //) is

ff) = irGFM*zCf(V}+A})
3T

(J7I.34)

ii) For quarks, in addition to the color factor of 3, one must also take into account QCD
effects in which the final state is not just qq, but also inight contain additional gluons.
These effects can be easily incorporated to lowest order in a, by multiplying the rate
for quarks by 1 + ——«-, Not surprisingly, this factor is identical to that for the total
s+e~ cross section [37] since, neglecting the quark masses, the QCD corrections to
the vector and axial vertex are the same. Hence, for quarks, really

cq -> s[r+ a,(Ml)
~3[1.04±0.01] (J7J.35)

where we have used a receut estimate [38] for tbe running coupling constant a3

iii). Given the recent U AI bound on m t [28], m, > 44 — 56 GeV, it is unlikely that
kinematically the process Z —» tt is allowed. hi what follows we shall, therefore,
neglect it altogether. However, when LEP and SLC are running one can rather
readily determine experiinentally whether Z —* tt is allowed or not, since the process
Z —* ti leads to multijet events t —> b —> c which are easily identifiable.

* Typically, the residual electroweak corrections to (111.34) are only about 1-2 per mil
ofr(Z->//)[36].
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Using Eq (1.12) and choosing, for definitiveness, äs parameters sin2 Qw = 0.23 and MZ =
92 GeV, one finds for the partial widths of the Z to go into the different types of quarks
and leptons the foliowing results

r(z

r(Z -» u«) = 306MeV

T(Z -* dd) = 393MeV

(JJ/.36)

Hence, neglectiug the top contribution, one has for the total width

(r,„,)3 3cn = 2560 MeV (JJ/.37)

The above result has two kinds of uncertainties. There is a trivial uncertainty in the
actual numerical value in (111.37) connected with the fact that we do not know yet the
best central values for MZ and sin2 Qw- When these parameters are measured accurately
at SLC and LEP the actual mimber for (r,0,)3 ffen may be different than 2560 MeV. But
this is irrelevant, since given some new values for MZ and sin 0w, one can always compute
(rtoijs Sen anew. There remains, however, some intrinsic uncertainty in (Ftotja g f „ due to
the experimental errors on Mz,sin2 QW a^d a,(Mz). This intrinsic uncertainty is very
small and one find

*(r,.()3 f« = (±4 ± 10 ± 20) MeV (7/7.38)

with the errors above coming, respectively, from SMz = ±50MeV, 5 sin2 Qw — ±0.004
and£(^-) = ±0.01. The intrinsic errora in Eq (111.38) are all much less than the additional
width F(Z —* vv) ~ 170 MeV which would arise from one extra neutrino species. Thus,
provided one can measure Ffoj with good accuracy, Eq (III.30) should easily allow one to
distinguish between having 3 or 4 neutrino species.

At LEP and SLC the total Z width can be measured rather well by studying the process
c+e~ —+ fi+p~. However, this analysis is not trival in that radiative effects substantially
alter the naive expectations. Only after these radiative eiFects are accounted for, can one
hope to extract a Z width suitable for comparsion with the theoretical formulas discussed
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above. Let me elaborate on this point a bit. The total cross section for the e+e
process, to lowest Order in a, follows by integrating Eq. (III. 12} over ö:

(J//.39)

Near ^/s = MZ the last term in F\(s) in Eq (III.13a), coming from pure Z exchange,
dorninates and er (s) takes a Breit-Wigner form. Using Eq (III.32), one can write (III.39),

This expression is Symmetrie about \/s — MZ and one naävely would imagine that a
measurement of this line shape would yield r(o,.

This naive expectation, however, is not fuUfilled in practice, since QED radiative effects
substantially alter the line shape. The principal modifications arise because of initial state
radiation from the incident e+ and e~~ beams (see Fig. III.4).

Fig. III.4: Initial state radiation, giving rise to line shape modifications.
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KinematicaUy the effect of this initial state radiations 15 to:

i) stuft the peak for the process e+e~ —• n+n~ above ,/s = MZ-

ü) give rise to a long radiative tail for \/s > MZ-

Both these phenomena are illustrated in Fig. III.5, where the Iowest order cross section
is contrasted with what is expected once one mcludes first order QED corrections, for a
reasonable set of experimental cuts.

cr(nb)

-6 -t -2 0 2 L 6
Vs-m^GeVl

Fig. III.5: Total cross section for the process e+e -» ^+/x (7) in Iowest order (soh'd
U'ne) and QED corrected (dashed line), from [39]. The parameters and cuts used here are:
Mz = 94 GeV, Tz = 2.67 GeV, sm28n/ = 0-2157 and £„+,£„- > 10 GeV, 5° < G^e <
175°, £aco/ = 10°.

The size of these effects can be estimated roughly to give a mass shift 6Mz and an increase
in the width STz of order [40].

(IIIAI)

Thus these eifects are far from negligible and one needs to unfold them to extract accurate
values for r(0( and MZ.
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Using the QED corrected line shape, however, it is expected that the actual experimental
error incurred for Tiot will be much smaller than ST™. This issue has been studied
by Blondel et al for LEP [41]. They suggested performing a scan from ,/s = 80 GeV to
v/5 — 104 GeV with a 2 GeV step interval. Assuming that one can collect 2pb~J integrated
luminosity per point, one would have approximately 4500 p+ji~ pairs, of which 2000 in
the peak, after the scan. This procedure, which should take from one to three rnonths
running time at LEP, should give a statistical error on r(0( of [4l]

Ar?!?1 < 15 MeV

Blondel et al [41] also estimate that possible quadratic distorsions in the machine luminosity
versus energy - distorsions whicb would lead to a change in the e+e.~ -
could give rise to a systematic uiicertainty of order

ST < 10 MeV (7/J.43)

If indeed one can keep the errors in r loi at LEP and SLC to the levels indicated in Eqs
(111.42) and (111.43), it should be very straight forward to do neutrino counting to better
than one generation. At present, we akeady have some information on Nu, but all of it
involves either some further assumptions or it is not that restrictive. The present best
bounds on A^„ are summarized in Table III.l [42]

Table III.l Bounds on JV,,

Bound

Pf» < 4

N» < 5

*„<3

N„ < 4.6

Source

Primordial Nucleosynthesis

azB(Z -» e+e~)/awB(W —• et/e); m( < SQGeV

azB(Z -» e+e~)/awB(W -* ei/e); m, > 70Ge^

e+e~ — > 7 nothing

The bound on JV„ from the process e+e —» 7 nothing indicated in Table III.l was obtained
at PEP and PETRA. This same reaction can be studies at LEP and SLC and provides a
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more "direct" method for counting neutrinos than just measuring the Z width does. I want
to dose this subsection by making some remarks OQ this alternative metbod of neutrino
counting.

In the process e+e —t 7 nothing, the "nothing" Stands for any kind of neutral penetrating
particle and it indudes, in particular, neutrino pairs. Near the Z resonance, this latter
process gets dominant contributions from the presence of the virtual Z propagator. The
relevant diagrams are illustrated in Fig. III.6-*

Fig. III.6: Graphs contributing to the process e+e

The size of the cross section depends directly ÖD the partial width of the Z into all the
unseen neutral exdtations. Thus a measurement of e+e~ —* 7 nothing serves directly äs
a neutrino counter [43].

The cross section for the process c+e —* 7 nothing, computed some time ago by Gaemers,
Gastmans and Renard [43] reads

* For the process e+e
in Fig. m.6.

-fvfve there are additional CG graphs, besides those shown
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where

In the above the parameters x and y are related to the photon energy and its angle, d-,,
relative to the incoming e.~ direction

7
= —-pr\ = cos»-,, (777.46)

while JV„ is the total number of neutrino species.

Two points are wort h remarking upon regarding this expression:

i) The numerator factor in F(z) is not purely proportional to N„ because of the inter-
ference between the CC and NC confcributions in the process e+e~ —* veOt~f

ii) For energies dose to the Z mass, however, the terms involving the Z propagator -
and therefore involving the number of neutrinos - are very much enhanced in F{z).

This enbancement peaks at x = l Z-, which corresponds to (for i/s ~ M%}~-

E-, = ~(l -^^^fs-Mz (777.47)

The düFerential cross section for the process e+e~ 7 nothing, for the case in which
nothing is just the contribution of the neutrinos of 3 generations (therefore N„ = 3) is
plotted in Fig. III.7. In this figure, the dependence on COSÖT has been integrated over, for
photon angles lying in the interval 20° < Ö7 < 160°. This angular cut, äs I will discuss
below, is done to suppress backgrouud. One seea that, äs one increases the center of mass
energy 1/5, the peak in the photon spectrum shifts, äs predicted by Eq (111.47). Tbe height
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of the peak is proportional to 7V„, which for this figure is taken äs 3. Note also that the
cross section decreases äs E7 incxeases, due to the ijx factor in Eq (111.44).

PHOTON ENER3Y SFECTRUM

FÜR e*e'—vv

Fig. III. 7: Cross section for e+e~ — * 7 noi/iing for
angles in the ränge 20° <&-,< 160°, from [44]

= 3, integrated over all photon

Whether one can count the number of neutrinos this way at LEP and SLC depends mostly
on how successful one is in suppressing the normal QED background from the process
e+e~ —t e+e~7, in which both final charged particles are lost in the beam pipe. Since
photons produced at large ÖT with respect to the beam axis, in general, do not arise from
configurations with forward going electrons or positrons, the cut shown in Fig. III.7 should
substantially reduce background. However, äs Caffo, Gatto and Remiddi [45] point out, this
may not be enough. These authors, in their analysis, find a much larger background than
previously estimated, especially for relatively low photon energies. This is illustrated, for
instance, in Fig. III.8 where the signal expected for Nv = 3, for a cut of 25° < 6-, < 155°,
is compared to the background calculation of Caffo, Gatto and Remiddi [45], for a center
of mass energy of 5 GeV above the Z mass.
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der (nb/GeV)

Bockgüund
29*-6 V ISS

s = 98 GeV

Mz= 93-2 GeV

Fig. III.8: Signal and background for a neutrino counting experiment with 25 < 8-, < 155
and Vs - A4"z ^ 5GeV, from [45].

An independent calculation by Mafia and Martines [46] which treated a sensitive numerical
Integration region in a different way than was done in [45], appears to give very similar
results.

In view of the rather large background found, Caffo, Gatto and Remiddi [45) suggest that
it may be sensible to try to do the neutrino counting experiment at energies only slightly
above the Z mass, Here the cross section, äs caji be seen from Fig. III.7, is rather large
and, if an accurate background subtraction can be perfonned, one may in the end be better
off. This same point was made sometime ago also by Bartels, Fridman, Wu and Schwartz
[47]. An alternative possibility, however, is to run at energies much above the Z mass
where, even though the cross section is smaller, the background is really rather negligible.
Forthcoming experiments at LEP and SLC will have to decide which is the best strategy
to pursue, in this alternative method of neutrino counting.

III.3 Testing the Three Gauge Couplings

Radiative effects are an indirect way to test the non Abelian couplings in the Standard
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St7(2) x £7(1) model. However, since these are virtual efFects even if a discrepancy were
to be found, it would not be obvious to what to ascribe it to. Fortunately, witb LEP 200
(LEP operated at a CM energy of ^/s ~ 200 GeV) one will be able to study directly the
three gauge vertex, by looking for direct production of W+W~ pairs. This will afford the
first opportunity to actually see the non AbeHan nature of the 517(2) x U(l) model at
work.

The process e+e —» W+W is interesting for many different reasons and its stüdy will
constitute the mainstay of the erperimental program for LEP 200. As Fig. III.9 indicates,
for instance, all three interactions in the Standard model: CG, NC and em are directly
involved in the c+e~ —* W*W process.

cc
•w

W

Fig. m.9: Lowest order contributions to the process e+e —* W+W~

Furthermore, the graphs in Fig. m.9 due to 7 and Z exchange involve the three gauge
vertex F^, with V = 7 or V = Z. As we indicated in See I [c.f. Fig. 1.1], these vertices
are related, since they both stem frona the nonvanishing non Abeh'an 517(2) coupling
W3W+W~. From Eqs (1.18) and (1.19) one readily deduces that, in momentum space,

+ (p - + (q - p) (777.48)

Here rja" is the metric tensor and the relevant kinematical notation is indicated in Fig.
m.10. The coupling constants gv for the 7 and the Z are

gz = (/77.49)
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-a

V

Fig. 111.10: The three gauge vertex in momentum space. Note that p -f q + q = 0.

It is straight forward to calculate the cross section for the process e+e~ — * W+W~ , using
the Feynman diagrams of Fig. III.9. This computation was done first in the middle 1970's
by Shuskov, Flambaum and Khriplovich [48) and by Alles, Boyer and Buras [49] . The
result for the total cross section can be written in the following convenient way, by using
the shorthands ß = ̂ 1 - 4A and A = ^-;

(s —
^ (

P l — p o

__ ^MvJ- ~

(777.50)

One can munediately deduce from the above several important features:

i) Near threshold (ß —* 0; A —*• i), only the first square bracket survives and one finds

,r~2
-]£~[46pi]£ (777.51)
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Since the pcak of the cross section given in (111.50) is only about 20 pb, one sees that
already 500 MeV above threshold (ß ~ 0.1) the W+ W~ cross section is sizable, being
near 5 pb. Of course, with such a fast rise, it is incorrect to neglect the finite width
of the W here, since this width is several GeV wide- Nevertheless, all the width will
do is to smooth out thia rise by giving a tail of events already before the nominal
threshold at i/s —

A —* 0) again the first square bracket

l*,-

ii) In the opposite limit, at high energy (ß —+ 1;
in (111.50) dominates and one deduces that

a »ML L 2 s i n 4 9 w J s Ml

So this cross section decreases only logarithmically less rapidly than the annihilation
cross section for fermion-antifermioQ production [e.g. Eq (III.39)]

The behavior of the total cross section for e+ e —* W^W in the ränge of interest for
LEP 200 is shown in Fig. III. 11, both including and excluding the contribution of the
width of fche W bosons. One sees that after the rapid threshold growth, the cross section
flattens out around Et,eam — 100 GcV (ffmat — 17 pb) and then slowly decreases.

80 100 (20 140 160 180

beam

Fig III.H: Total cross section for the process e+e ~* W+W~ in the Standard model.
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The presence of the three gauge vertex is crucial to obtain the good asymptotic behavior
displayed in Fig. III.ll and apparent in Eq (111.52) [50]. In fact, if one computes the cross
section for W~*W~ production retaining only the neutrino exchange coutribution in Fig.
III.9, the resulting expression grows with energy and, eventually, violates umtarity:

(117.53)

The contrast between the Standard model prediction for <r(e+e —* W+W ) and the cross
section obtained by keeping only the neutrino exchange grapb is shown in Fig. III.12. One
sees that, unfortunately, the effect of the cancellation resulting from the presence of three
gauge vertex is not so apparent at LEP 200 energies. Indeed, in this energy region, t,o
study the three gauge vertex it is much more sensible to look at a less integrated quantity
than the total cross section [51]; for example, the W angular distribution.

schon ge

80 90 100 110 120

Fig. 111.12: Comparison of the neutrino exchange cross section to that of the Standard
model for the process e+e~ —* W+W~.

The angular distribution of the produced W bosons is influenced markedly by the v ex-
change graph in Fig. IH,9. This graph contains a t- channel pole because of the zero
mass of the neutrinos, and this factor favors the production of the W~ bosons along the
direction of the incoming e~. This forward peaking increases with increasing beam energy,
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äs can be seen in Fig. 111.13

50

40-

Fig. 111.13: W angular distribution for two beam energies. Here 9 is the angle the W'
makes with respect to the incident e~ direction.

By carefully studying this angular distribution at LEP 200, one can probe the structure of
the three gauge vertex. For instance, if the W boson were to have an anomalous rnagrietic
moment K, * giving a W magnetic moment [52]

H W = (/J/.54)

then the coefHcient for the last two tenns in (III.48) would be multiplied by |[1 + K]. LEP
200 can look for the presence of such a tenn. Qualitative!/[5l], if K > l the forward peaking
in Fig. HI.13 increases, while for K < l in contrast one has a larger backward tail. Both
of these effects become more pronounced äs the energy increases. It has been estimated
by Barbiellini et al [5l] that with an exposure at LEP 200 of 500 pb^1 - corresponding to
one year of running at design luminosity - one could detennine a 10% departure of K from
unity, while a 50 pb-1 run could check K to the 50% level.

A second interesting study that can be performed at LEP 200 concerns the helicity states of
the produced W s. By angular momentum conservation, it is easy to convince oneself that

* K contributes also to the W eiectric quadrupole moment: Qw = ~~^~
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precisely in the forward direction one of the produced W s must be longitudially polarized.
The graphs of Fig. III.9 all involve vectorial vertices, so that, neglecting electron mass
effects, the process s+e~ —* W+W~ can only occur if the incident electrons and positrons
have opposite helicity. Hence, äs shown in Fig. III.14, in the forward direction the final W
helicity must also be ±1. Because of the presence of the neutrino exchange graph, it turns
out that CTLR » GRL- Thus one expects the dominant helicity configuration for forward
going W s to be either a W~ with A = -l and a. W+ with Ä = 0, or a W~ with A = 0
and a W+ with Ä = +1.

'LR

W W"

a

Fig. III.14: Helicity configurations in e+e —>• W+W scattering in the forward direction.

The presence of longitudinaüy polarized W s in the final state is very interesting, since the
presence of this polarization state is directly counected to the existence of a. W mass and
hence to the breakdown of 5(7(2) x 17(1). Unfortunately, except aear the forward direction
transverse W production dominates. Hagiwara et al [53] have studied in detail the fraction
of W s produced at LEP 200 with a given polarization and a given production angie. Their
results, which Update and complement an earlier study by Gaemers and Gounaris [54] are
displayed in Fig. III. 15

One notes from this figure that:

i) Apart from 8 « 0, where W~(-1)W+(0) or W~(Q)W+(l] must dominate, by angular
momentum conservation, the niain polarization states produced are
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Fig. 111.15: Angular distribution for the process e+e —' W+W at -\/s = 190 GeV for
different polarizations (A, Ä) of the produced W~ and W+ bosons, from [53].

u) The interesting Wiong Wion3 configuration (0,0) is not very relevant, except close to
the forward direction. But even there it is a factor of five smaller than the transverse-
transverse and transverse-longitudinal cross section.

In principle, one can try to separate out the various polarization contributions experimen-
tally, by using the angular distribution of the produced fermions äs a polarization analyzer.
To do this, it is necessary to determine the direction of the W axis in the event. This is
facüitated because, kinematically, the energy of the produced W must be that of the beam
energy. Once this axis is detennined, one can boost back the event to the W rest frame.
In this frame, the angular distribution of the produced fermions (which materialize exper-
imentally äs Jets if the fermions are quarks), depends on the W helicity. Let 0" be the
angle of a produced e~ (or d quark) with respect to the W~ axis in the W rest frame.
Then, because of the (V - A) form of the charged weak interactions, one finds the following
angular distributions:

cos 8-)2 V _

dcosO'
©' (171.55)
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There are many other detailed investigations possible at LEP 200 [55]. Perhaps one of the
most interesting one concerns trying to get an accurate measurement of the W mass itself.
Four methods have been suggested for doing this [5l]:

i) Obtain MW by studying the threshold dependence of the total

ii) Extract MW from the end point spectrum in W —t tve.

iii) Reconstruct MW from the jet-jet invariant mass from the decays W — * 1je.ts,

iv) Reconstruct MW from the ve invariant mass in the decays W — * eve.

cross section.

A careful study of these different techniques has been carried out by Roudeau et al [56],
They conclude that by using a combination of the above methods one should be able
to attain a precision for MW o£ order 6Mw < 100 M e.V. Obviously, if this can be
done, this measurement would ailow a further test of radiative corrections. Independently,
of a separate measurement of sin26iv, tne radiative shift Ar can directly be probed
experimentally once one knows MZ and MW accurately [cf Eq (III.l)].

I end this subsection with just a short remark on the last method above. At Erst sight it
is somewhat puzzling how one could reconstmct the W mass from the uee invariant mass,
given that the neutrinos leave the apparatus! The trick here is that at LEP 200, for the
process e+e~ —* W+W~, the W energy is just the beam energy, EI,- It is then easy to
convince onself that the kinematics is totally determined once the W axis is fixed and the
electron energy and scattering angle are measured. Consider for example the 2 jet et/f

decay shown schematically in Fig. 111.16- The W mass is given by

= 2JEe.E„(l - cos0e„) (777.56)

Once Ee is measured E„ follows from energy momentum conservation: Ev = EI, — Ec.
Purthennore, the angle Qeu between the electron and the neutrino is fixed from a mea-
surement of 0^ and 0e, since the neutrino momentum transverse to the W direction must
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balance that of the electron direction.

Fig. III.16: The process c+«~ -* W+W~ -f Zjet tvt

III.4 Looking for Higgs

Probably one of the most important open issues in the Standard model is the question if
there is, or if there is not, an elementary Higgs boson, äs predicted by the simplest method
to break 517(2) x 17(1) down. Recall from Eq (1.30) that the Higgs boson mass MH was not
fixed, since it depended on the unknown parameter A detailing the strength of the Higgs
seif interactions, in the symraetry breaking potential. There are a number of arguments
in the literature, of differing degreea of rigor, which give an upper bound on MH- * Very
crudely speaking, these arguments all use the fact that if A is too big, or equivalently if
MH » *> - the natural scale of the weak interations - some inconsistences arise in the
theory.

Perhaps the most rigorous of the bounds on MH comes from the work of Luescher and
Weisz [57]. One can qualitative^ linderstand their considerations by looking at the running

* There are also a, somewhat weaker, variety of considerations which provide a lower
bound for the Higgs mass.
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coupling A(^2). Effectively, the Higgs mass is fixed by the fonnula

(JJ/.57)

Because A(g2) is not asymptotically free, äs q2 increases, A(§2) — > oo. So one must really
view the Higgs sector äs an effective field theory with some cutoff. However, if
sufficently large, one finds that this cutoff A gets to be smaller than MH itself! Hence,
X(MJJ') and MH must both be bound. The bound found in this way is [57]

M H < 630 GeV (Z/1.58)

This analytical result has been confinned recently by a Monte Carlo analysis [58]

More tban ten years ago, Lee, Quigg, and Thacker [59] obtained a similar bound, by
observing that tree level unitarity is violated if MH is too big. Because the longitudinal
pieces of tbe weak bosons are sensitive to the symmetry breaking sector, it is sensible to
concentrate specincaUy on the scattering of these longitudinal gauge bosons. If one writes
for the amph'tude for W^W^ scatteriag, TU, a partial wave expansion

then calculating the tree level diagrams for the scattering, one finds for the partial waves

The first two terms above, if present, would violate unitarity. However, one can easily
check by direct calculation that both AJ and BJ cancel m the Standard model [59]. This
canceüation is analogous to the gauge cancellation we observed earlier for the process
e+e~ —» W+W~. The coefficient CJ does not, per se, violate unitarity, provided it is not
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too big. It turns out, however, that for J = 0, a°LL is directly proportional to Mw, which
allows one then to set a bound on MH- One finds, in the limit i/s » M a, that [59]

(177.60)

Since unitarity requires that
<1 (777.61)

this constrains MH t° be less or equal to about one TeV [59]:

(7/7.62)

One can arrive at the above bound in another manner. Using Eq (1-29) one can compute
the width of the Higgs boson to decay into W's and Z's äs:

One sees that the above partial widths grow Hke M ff. Hence, for M H large, they will
eventually be much larger than the Higgs mass itself and one will cease to believe this
perturbative answer. Asking that the total Higgs width Ttat < MH, gives a similar bound
to (111.62). This should not be surprising, since this result is not unrelated to what we did
earHer. The cubic growth of F with MH comes, in fact, from decays of the Higgs boson
into WL or ZL pairs. The decay ampütude into these helicity figurations is proportional
to the polarization vector for longitudinal helicity states:

A(H -» WLWL) ~ eL(pi)
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(IHM)

Thus, since -, A is proportional to

The above bounds are interesting, but not too encouraging for experiment. In the near
future the big new e+e~ machines LEP and SLC, operating at the Z, will only be able to
carry through Higgs searches for MH < 40 — 50 GeV. LEP 200 may get to nearly double
this ränge, but one will have to wait for the SSC to try to push the exploration limits for
the Higgs near to the above theoretical bounds. Even so, there will always be a region
between MH - 80 GeV (which one can probe with LEP 200) and MH ~ 2Mw where it
will be very difßcult to access the Higgs experimentally [60].

If M H < 2M\y, the Higgs will decay into the heaviest pair of fermions since, according to
Eq (1.36), its coupling is proportional to m/. One finds, by a straight forward calculation,

r(# - ff) = Ml

This is a very narrow width. For instance, for MJJ = 60 GeV, since m, > 30 GeV, the
dominant mode of decay is H ~* bb which, using the above formula, gives T(H —* bb) ~
3 MeV\. Although the bb channel dominates in this case the rate into T+T~ pairs is not
totally negligible

T(S -» r+T~) _ l ,mrv
F(7J -* 66)

~ 0.03 (J7Z.66)

If the Higgs mass is less than about 50 GeV its discovery at LEP and SLC should be
possible through the Bjorken process [61] e.+ e~ — » H£*t~, or its companion e+e.~ — * HV v
(See Fig. 111.17). The latter process has a larger cross section, but it also has a bigger
background. A direct calculation of the differential decay width for the dilepton process,
using the HZZ vertex of Eq (1.29), gives the expression [61]

20 w

(m

Here x = 2Bx/Mz and z = , with the kinematic ränge for x being given by

2z <x C/I/.68)
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Fig. III.17: Diagram contributing to Hf^f or Hw production at the Z pole.

Because of the Z propagator factor, the dlfferential rate (III.77) favors the production of
lepton pairs with äs large an invariant mass äs possible. One has

„- = Mz(\s peaking behaviour, which constitutes a characteristic signature for the decay Z —•

Hit, is a useful handle to have, since the total brandüng ratio for this process drops
rather rapidly äs a function of the Higgs mass, äs Ülustrated in Fig. 111.18. Note that
for MH ~ 40 GeV, one is left with just a handful of events of the type H£*l~ for every
million Z's. Thus it is very important that the signature be distinctive, if one is to have
any hope to dig out such a rare signal. Indeed, careful studies [62] indicate that one should
be able to detect in this way a Higgs boson, if MH < 50 GeV.

Fig. 111.18: Brandung ratio for the process Z
from [62]

H£+£ äs a function of the Higgs mass,

It could well be, however, that the Higgs mass is above 50 GeV. In that case, LEP 20C
would then have some possibility of detecting the Higgs via its associated production with
a real Z boson. The relevant diagram is the same äs that in Fig. 111.17, except that now
the produced Z is real and not virtual. The cross section for the process e+e~ —> ZH has
been calculated by a number of authors [63], with a particularly complete set of formulas
beicg given by Kelly and Shimada, who also considered the subsequent decay of the Z into
lepton pairs. One finds

ZH} =
3M|)

24 sin* Qw cos"1
(I//.70)

where P is the 3 - momentum of the ZA.

(in.n)

7l

This cross section is plotted for various values of the Higgs mass in Fig. III.19.
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Fig. 111-19: Total cross section for the process e+e
beam energy.

HZ, äs a function of M H and the

One can see from Fig. III. 19 that:

i) the cross section for e^e" -
threshold rise.

HZ is not too strongly energy dependent afler the

ü) the cross section itself is smallish (a ~ l pb for MH ^ 50 GeV)but is measurable
at LEP 200 where one hopes to be able to collect 500 pb~l of data per year. For
reference, remember a(c+f~ -» W+W~) ~ 20 pb.

Of course, to actually measure this cross section one must identify the Z and so one really
ends up by reducing the number of events, since not all Z decays lead to easily identifiable
Signals. The techniques to use are again very similar to those employed for the Higgs
search at the Z pole. The deanest signal is provided by the decays of the Z into lepton
pairs, leading to processes with 2 Jet back to back to an t^f pair. A less distinctive signal
is provided by the Z -» vv decay, although this rate is six times greater than that into
t+r. The most favorable process, from the point of view of rate, would use the hadronic
decays of the Z, However, the ensuing 4 jet process is difficult to separate from other 4
jet backgrounds, like W+ W~ production into 4 Jets.
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The feasibihty of Unding a Higgs boson at LEP 200 via one of the above processes has
been studied in some detaü by Boucrot et al [64]. These authors used a reahst.c detector
Simulation, including a track finding algorithm and pattern recognition, and made .
background studies. In addition, they refined various analysis techniques to demonstrate
what signal levels, and what Higgs masses, one could realistically expect to see at LEP
200 Their results [64] are that one can expect to dig out an 80 GeV Higgs by looking at
the associated decays of tbe Z into either t*T or w. If one studies Z decays into hadrons
matters are a üttle worse, because of confusion between the Higgs and Z generated jets^
The quality of the expected signal for a 60 GeV Higgs, for the neutrino decay process c
the Z is shown in Fig. 111.20.

Inaunl Uoii tl OttKtfl

Fig. 111.20: Signal for the process e+e- -* HZ, with Z -» vv and H -» bb: a) Invariant
mass of detected particles; b) Missing mass distribution, from [64].

If the Higgs is heavier than 80 GeV, the only hope for the detectioa wül be through its
production in hadronic collidexs. However, in this case the background Situation is much
more severe, at least for a relatively light Higgs (MH < 2Mw)- As a fuH discussion of these
matters would take me too long to develop properly here, I refer the interested reader to
the excellent review of Cahn [60] and bring these lectures to a dose,
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